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1 Introduction

1.1 Why choose AQA?

AQA is the UK’s favourite exam board and more 
students receive their academic qualifications from 
AQA than from any other board. But why is AQA so 
popular?

AQA understands the different requirements of each 
subject by working in partnership with teachers. Our 
GCSEs:

•	 enable students to realise their full potential
•	 contain engaging content 
•	 are manageable for schools and colleges
•	 are accessible to students of all levels of ability
•	 lead to accurate results, delivered on time
•	 are affordable and value for money.

AQA provides a comprehensive range of support 
services for teachers:

•	 access to subject departments
•	 training for teachers including practical teaching 

strategies and approaches that really work 
presented by senior examiners

•	 personalised support for Controlled Assessment 
•	 24-hour support through our website and online 

Ask AQA
•	 past question papers and mark schemes
•	 comprehensive printed and electronic resources 

for teachers and students

AQA is an educational charity focused on the needs 
of the learner. All our income goes towards operating 
and improving the quality of our specifications, 
examinations and support services. We don’t aim to 
profit from education – we want you to.

If you are an existing customer then we thank you for 
your support. If you are thinking of moving to AQA 
then we look forward to welcoming you.

1.2 Why choose Modern Hebrew?

•	 To develop language skills in a variety of contexts.
•	 Flexible, unitised structure allows students to 

maximise achievement.
•	 Choice of contexts in Speaking and Writing tests.

•	 Examinations in Listening and Reading carry 
forward the structure of the existing specification, 
offering continuity for teachers, while removal of 
tiering in Writing and Speaking offers students of 
every level the chance to do the best they can.

•	 Builds on the KS3 study and prepares students 
for further study, eg. Short Course leading to Full 
Course; Full Course to AS; then AS to A2 etc.
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1.3 How do I start using this specification?

Already using the existing AQA Modern 
Hebrew specification?

•	 Register to receive further information, such as 
mark schemes, past question papers, details of 
teacher support meetings, etc, at  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/rn/askaqa.php  
Information will be available electronically or in 
print, for your convenience. 

•	 Tell us that you intend to enter candidates. Then 
we can make sure that you receive all the material 
you need for the examinations. This is particularly 
important where examination material is issued 
before the final entry deadline. You can let us 
know by completing the appropriate Intention to 
Enter and Estimated Entry forms. We will send 
copies to your Exams Officer and they are also 
available on our website  
(http://www.aqa.org.uk/admin/p_entries.php).

Not using the AQA specification 
currently?

•	 Almost all centres in England and Wales use AQA 
or have used AQA in the past and are approved 
AQA centres. A small minority are not. If your 
centre is new to AQA, please contact our centre 
approval team at  
centreapproval@aqa.org.uk 

1.4 How can I find out more?

Ask AQA

You have 24-hour access to useful information and 
answers to the most commonly-asked questions at 
http://www.aqa.org.uk/rn/askaqa.php

If the answer to your question is not available, you 
can submit a query for our team. Our target response 
time is one day.

Teacher Support

Details of the full range of current Teacher Support 
meetings are available on our website at  
http://www.aqa.org.uk/support/teachers.php

There is also a link to our fast and convenient online 
booking system for Teacher Support meetings at 
http://events.aqa.org.uk/ebooking

If you need to contact the Teacher Support team, 
you can call us on 01483 477860 or email us at 
teachersupport@aqa.org.uk 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/rn/askaqa.php
http://www.aqa.org.uk/admin/p_entries.php
http://www.aqa.org.uk/rn/askaqa.php
http://www.aqa.org.uk/support/teachers.php
http://events.aqa.org.uk/ebooking
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2 Specification at a Glance

Modern  
Hebrew 

Short Course 
in Spoken 
Language 

4676

Unit 1: Listening 
46751

Examination – 50% 

45 minutes  
(+5 minutes reading time)

Unit 3: Speaking 
46753

Examination – 50% 

10–12 minutes 

Two tasks

plus

Modern  
Hebrew  

Full Course 
4678

Unit 1: Listening 
46751

Examination – 25% 

45 minutes  
(+5 minutes reading time)

Unit 3: Speaking 
46753

Examination – 25% 

10–12 minutes 

Two tasks

Unit 2: Reading 
46752

Examination – 25% 

1 hour

Unit 4: Writing 
46754

Examination – 25% 

1 hour

Three pieces of writing

Modern  
Hebrew 

Short Course 
in Written 
Language 

4677

Unit 2: Reading 
46752

Examination – 50% 

1 hour

Unit 4: Writing 
46754

Examination – 50% 

1 hour

Three pieces of writing

plus
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3 Subject Content

3.1 Contexts and Purposes

The Contexts and Purposes below apply to all four 
units, although for Speaking and Writing students 
may select from a choice of contexts and purposes.

The purposes are presented according to the 
contexts and topics in which they may occur. It will 
be possible for students to carry out these purposes 
using the linguistic structures and vocabulary listed 
in the specification together with the communication 
strategies. 

The purposes are not defined by ability level and 
all purposes should be seen as available for all 
candidates, at differing levels of fulfilment. Some 
purposes assume situations where requirements and 
responses are generally predictable and use familiar 
language. Other purposes involve general issues 
and opinions which can be treated in more or less 
complex ways with different groups of learners and 
allow for differentiated levels of response from mixed 
ability groups. For all purposes, students will be 
expected, as they progress linguistically, to:

•	 cope with a greater degree of unpredictability;
•	 deal with a widening range of potential problems;
•	 understand and use more accurately a widening 

range of vocabulary and structures, including 
some unfamiliar language;

•	 understand issues and opinions;
•	 discuss issues and give opinions;
•	 give full descriptions and accounts.

The purposes are described with respect to individual 
contexts (eg Lifestyle) and within particular topics 
(eg Relationships and Choices). Purposes should be 
considered transferable, as appropriate, to any other 
context or topic. 

Understand and provide information and 
opinions about these contexts relating to the 
student’s own Lifestyle and that of other people, 
including people in countries/communities 
where Modern Hebrew is spoken.

Lifestyle

Health

•	 Healthy and unhealthy lifestyles and their 
consequences

Relationships and Choices

•	 Relationships with family and friends
•	 Future plans regarding: marriage/partnership
•	 Social issues and equality

Understand and provide information and 
opinions about these contexts relating to the 
student’s own Leisure and that of other people, 
including people in countries/communities 
where Modern Hebrew is spoken.

Leisure

Free Time and the Media

•	 Free time activities
•	 Shopping, money, fashion and trends
•	 Advantages and disadvantages of new technology

Holidays

•	 Plans, preferences, experiences
•	 What to see and getting around

Understand and provide information and 
opinions about these contexts relating to the 
student’s own Home and Environment and that 
of other people, including people in countries/
communities where Modern Hebrew is spoken.

Home and Environment

Home and Local Area

•	 Special occasions celebrated in the home
•	 Home, town, neighbourhood and region, where it 

is and what it is like

Environment

•	 Current problems facing the planet
•	 Being environmentally friendly within the home 

and local area

Understand and provide information and 
opinions about these contexts relating to 
the student’s own Work and Education and 
that of other people, including in countries/
communities where Modern Hebrew is spoken.

Work and Education

School/College and Future Plans

•	 What school/college is like
•	 Pressures and problems

Current and Future Jobs

•	 Looking for and getting a job
•	 Advantages and disadvantages of different jobs
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3.2 Unit 1: Modern Hebrew listening 46751

25% of the marks

45 minutes 60 marks

The test will be pre-recorded using native speakers. 
Only material which is appropriate to the spoken 
language will be used in the tests. Each item will be 
heard twice. Students’ comprehension will be tested 
by a range of question types, normally requiring non-
verbal responses or responses in English. Students 
will be allowed to make notes during the test. 
Students will be given 5 minutes’ reading time at the 
beginning of the test, before the recording is played, 
to give them time to read the questions. 

The test will consist of items of varying length 
which will not place an undue burden on memory. 
Comprehension of announcements, short 
conversations, instructions, short news items and 
telephone messages will be required, together with 
some material which will be longer and may include 
reference to past, present and future events. The 
material will also include some complex, unfamiliar 
language in a range of registers, together with 
non-factual and narrative material.

Students will be expected to understand discussion 
of a wide range of issues. They will also need to 
understand gist and detail, identify and extract main 
points, use context and other clues to interpret 
meaning, to draw conclusions and summarise what 
they have heard. 

The use of dictionaries will not be permitted. 

The tests will consist of a number of discrete items 
and will be marked according to a detailed mark 
scheme.

The student’s performance will be assessed 
according to the effectiveness with which he/she is 
able to carry out the tasks based on what he/she  
has heard. 

The appropriate mark(s) will be awarded if the 
student has satisfactorily communicated his/her 
understanding even though the response may 
contain some errors. 

3.3 Unit 2: Modern Hebrew reading 46752

25% of the marks

1 hour 65 marks

Only material which is appropriate to the written 
language will be used in the test. Students’ 
comprehension will be tested by a range of question 
types, normally requiring non-verbal responses or 
responses in English.

The test will consist of short items testing 
comprehension of instructions, public notices and 
advertisements together with some longer extracts 
from brochures, guides, letters, newspapers, 
magazines, books, faxes, email and websites which 
may include reference to past, present and future 
events and will include some unfamiliar language. 
A number of questions will be set on the material to 
test students’ ability to identify key points and extract 
specific details. 

The material will also include some complex, unfamiliar 
language in a range of registers, together with 
non-factual and imaginative material including narrative.

Students will be expected to use their knowledge 
of grammar and structure in demonstrating 
understanding of specific points and of gist/the main 
message. They will also be expected to recognise 
points of view, attitudes and emotions and to draw 
conclusions. 

The use of dictionaries will not be permitted. 

The tests will consist of a number of discrete items 
and will be marked according to a detailed mark 
scheme.

The student’s performance will be assessed 
according to the effectiveness with which he/she is 
able to carry out the tasks based on what he/she  
has heard. 

The appropriate mark(s) will be awarded if the 
student has satisfactorily communicated his/her 
understanding even though the response may 
contain some errors. 
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3.4 Unit 3: Modern Hebrew speaking 46753

25% of the marks

10 – 12 minutes 40 marks

Students will attend one session of between 
10 and 12 minutes. This test will be conducted by the 
teacher, recorded and marked by an AQA examiner.

The test will consist of two sections

•	 Presentation and discussion based on a 
stimulus provided by the student and prepared 
prior to the date of the test. Students will 
be expected to speak for between 30 and 
90 seconds and to answer questions on their 
presentation for a further 30 to 90 seconds (up to 
approximately 3 minutes in total). The topic of the 
presentation may be drawn from the contexts 
published in this specification. Alternatively, 
students may prefer to choose context of 
their own.

 20 marks

•	 General conversation on 2 contexts of the 
candidate’s choice. These topics must avoid the 
topic chosen by the candidate for the presentation 
and discussion. The topics of the conversation 
may be drawn from the contexts published in this 

specification. Alternatively, students may prefer 
to choose contexts of their own. Students aiming 
at Grade C or above will be expected to express 
personal opinions, present information and show 
an ability to deal with unpredictable elements and 
to use a variety of structures. 

 20 marks

Students may take into the examination room for this 
part of the test a cue card, containing a maximum 
of five short headings, for each of the two contexts 
chosen by the student. There must be no conjugated 
verbs or full sentences on the card.

As students will have done their preparation 
beforehand, they do not need any preparation time 
before the test.

Students must not have access to a dictionary during 
the test.

No specified period will be timetabled for Speaking 
Tests and centres are free to conduct them at any 
time.  All tests must be despatched to the AQA 
examiner on or before 15 May.

Detailed instructions for the teacher-examiner will be 
issued prior to the examination.

Assessment Criteria

Communication
Range 

of Language
Accuracy

Interaction  
and Fluency

Total

Presentation 
& Discussion

8 4 4 4 20

Conversation 8 4 4 4 20

Total 16 8 8 8 40

Marks Communication (Presentation & Discussion and Conversation)

7 – 8 A good range of information and points of view are conveyed. Responses are 
developed/explained with confidence. Can narrate events.

4 – 6 A fair amount of information and points of view conveyed. 
Responses are regularly developed beyond the minimum.

1– 3 Some simple information and opinions conveyed. 
Some responses rarely developed beyond the minimum.

0 No relevant information conveyed.
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Marks Range of Language (Presentation & Discussion and Conversation)

4 A wide range of vocabulary, complex structures and a variety of verb tenses.

3 A range of vocabulary; some complex structures.

2 Limited vocabulary; sentences short and simple.

1 Very limited vocabulary – just isolated words and occasional phrases.

0 No recognisable words.

Marks Accuracy (Presentation & Discussion and Conversation)

4 All messages are clear and errors usually appear only in more complex structures. 
Accent and intonation consistently good.

3 Messages are clear in spite of some errors. Accent and intonation generally good but 
some inconsistency.

2 Most messages are communicated though errors are quite frequent. Accent and 
intonation sometimes delay communication.

1 Some messages are communicated but errors are very frequent. Accent and intonation 
make comprehension difficult.

0 No messages are communicated.

Marks Interaction and Fluency 

4 Responds readily and shows initiative. Conversation sustained at a reasonable speed, 
language expressed fluently.

3 Ready responses; some evidence of an ability to sustain a conversation; may sometimes 
take the initiative.

2 Some reaction. Sometimes hesitant, little natural flow of language.

1 Little reaction. Very hesitant and disjointed.

0 No language produced is worthy of credit.

•	 The marks awarded for Range of Language, 
Accuracy, Interaction and Fluency must not 
be more than one mark higher than the mark 
awarded for Communication.

•	 A mark of zero for Communication will 
automatically result in a zero score for the task  
as a whole.
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3.5 Unit 4: Modern Hebrew writing 46754

25% of the marks

1 hour  50 marks

Students will be required to write in Modern Hebrew

•	 a short list or to complete a form, which 
demonstrates their ability to write words or 
phrases (Question 1)

•	 a text, which offers the opportunity to use 
a variety of structures, expressing their personal 
opinions (Question 2)

•	 a text which offers the opportunity to write 
descriptively or imaginatively, expressing and 
explaining ideas and points of view, eg. an article, 
a letter, publicity material (Question 3)

Students are offered a choice of contexts and 
purposes for Question 2 and for Question 
3. Question 2 (a) is drawn from the context 
Lifestyle; 2 (b) is drawn from Work and Education. 
Students answer either 2 (a) or 2 (b). Question 3 (a) 
is drawn from the context Leisure; 3 (b) is drawn from 
Home and Environment. Students answer either 3 (a) 
or 3 (b).

Students must have access to a dictionary in the 
Writing test.

Stimuli will be in Modern Hebrew and suggested 
content points will be in English. Question 2 and 
Question 3 are likely to require approximately 
100 words each. However, provided the task is 
completed, the number of words is not important. 

Assessment Criteria

Content
Range 

of Language
Accuracy Total

Question 1 2 — — 2

Question 2 14 5 5 24

Question 3 14 5 5 24

Total 30 10 10 50

Question 1 – Content

Marks Content

0 No understandable words.

1 1–2 words conveyed without 
ambiguity. 

2 3 – 4 words conveyed without 
ambiguity.
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For Question 2 and Question 3 the following criteria will be used.

Content

Marks Criteria

13 –14 Very Good
Fully relevant and detailed response to the task. Sound ability to convey information 
clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view. Well organised structure.

10 –12 Good
Mostly relevant response to the task and shows ability to convey a lot of information 
clearly, express and explain ideas and points of view. 

7– 9 Sufficient
Response to the task is generally relevant with quite a lot of information clearly 
communicated. Points of view are expressed and ideas are developed. 

4 – 6 Limited
Limited response to the task with some relevant information conveyed. Simple opinions 
are expressed and there is some development of basic ideas.

1– 3 Poor
Very limited response to the task with little relevant information conveyed. No real 
structure.

0 The answer shows no relevance to the task set.

A zero score will automatically result in a zero score for the answer as a whole.

Range of Language

Marks Criteria

5 Wide variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures. More complex sentences are 
handled with confidence and verb tenses are used successfully. 

4 Good variety of appropriate vocabulary and structures used. More complex sentences are 
attempted and are often successful.

3 Some variety of vocabulary and structures used, including attempts at longer sentences 
using appropriate linking words which are sometimes successful.

2 Vocabulary is appropriate to the basic needs of the task and structures are mostly simple.

1 Inappropriate vocabulary with little understanding of language structure.

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit.
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Accuracy

Marks Criteria

5 Largely accurate, although there may still be some errors especially in attempts at more 
complex sentences. Verbs and tense formations are secure.

4 Generally accurate with errors occurring in attempts at more complex sentences. Verb and 
tense formations are usually correct.

3 More accurate than inaccurate. Verb forms and tense formations are sometimes 
unsuccessful. The intended meaning is clear.

2 Many errors which often impede communication. Verb forms are rarely accurate.

1 Limited understanding of the most basic linguistic structures. Frequent errors regularly 
impede communication.

0 No language produced which is worthy of credit.

•	 The mark awarded for Range of Language must 
not be more than one band higher than the mark 
awarded for Content. (See table opposite).

•	 The mark awarded for Accuracy must not be 
more than one band higher than the mark 
awarded for Content. (See table opposite)

•	 If a mark is awarded for Content, this will 
inevitably lead to the award of a mark for Range of 
Language and for Accuracy.

•	 If a mark of zero is awarded for Content, this will 
automatically result in a zero score for Range of 
Language and for Accuracy. 

Content Mark
Marks for each 

of Range of Language 
and Accuracy

0 0

1 – 3 1 – 2 

4 – 6 1 – 3 

7 – 9 1 – 4 

10 –12 1 – 5 

13 –14 1 – 5
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3.6 Grammar

For an individual to be able to communicate 
effectively the ability to use the structures and 
grammar of the language is essential. It is important 
to note, however, that not all structures are equally 
important. The use of certain structures may well far 
outweigh the use of others for purposes of practical 
communication and some structures may be required 
for understanding only whereas others will need to be 
used productively.

In order to write answers in the target language to 
reading and listening comprehension questions, 
candidates may have to make active use of a wider 
range of structures and grammatical concepts than in 
the past.

The list of structures should be seen in conjunction 
with other sections of the syllabus to get a clear 
picture of the level and range of use of language 
expected of the candidate when performing the 
tasks set.

It will be possible to complete all the tasks set, 
and to earn maximum marks, by the correct use 
of the structures contained in the list at the level 
indicated. Candidates who go beyond the range 
of structures in the list will not be in any way 
disadvantaged.

Notes on Grammar and Usage

Grammar

Grammar will contain those features in 
morphology and syntax which the candidate 
will be expected to understand and to use 
orally as well as in writing.

Since the morphology of the Hebrew noun and verb 
systems is extremely diverse, candidates cannot be 
expected to familiarise themselves with all patterns 
and paradigms. It is more realistic to expect a 
candidate to understand and to be able to use a 
given number of features, whereas the majority 
should be memorised without going into lengthy 
explanations, when in some cases wrong answers 
will not result in losing marks. For example: the 
vocalisation of verbs containing guttural consonants 

 should be taught in passing, and if a 
candidate says in the oral examination a’asof or 
te’esfi this would not be seen as an error.

Usage

'Usage’ should emphasise to the student the correct 
forms of morphology in relation to syntax and style. 
Thus, attention should be given to e.g.
1. Differentiation between masculine and femine 

forms, especially in numerals, e.g.  
instead of  instead of 

2. correct use of prepositions in relation to verbs, 
nouns and particles, e.g.  instead 
of   instead of  
(depending on)

3. Correct pronunciation of words:  instead 
of:  

The structures which the candidate will be expected 
to understand and produce are shown below. 
Candidates aiming above Grade C will be expected 
to cope with all the points indicated up to Grade C, in 
addition to the points indicated for above Grade C.
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Up to Grade C 

Nouns:

1.  Nouns 
(a) Gender: 

 Masculine:
Feminine:

 Words ending in

Words which do not end in  
but which are feminine:

1. Feminine ‘by nature’.
2. Thin singular of limbs/parts of the body which are more than one: 

3.   Names of countries and cities 

4.  Choice of extraordinary nouns: 

5.  Choice of nouns which are both 
  masculine and feminine, but in  
  MH usually used as feminine: 

(b) Dual:

(c) Plural: 

(d) Declension of nouns: (the student should know of the two forms current in Hebrew 
 and may select the one he/she prefers,: Noun + or Noun + pronominal suffix) 

1. Nouns ending in long vowels which therefore do not change:

2. Nouns in which the vowels change: 
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16

Up to Grade C 

3. Nouns in the feminine ending 

4. Nouns in the feminine in which  
 vowels change:

5. The Segolites:

(e) Construct state: 
 unchanged forms:

changed forms: 
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Up to Grade C Above Grade C 

2. Verbs

 (a) Conjugation of the sound verb 
   in Qal, Nif’al, Pi’el Hitpa’el and 
   Hif’il of common verbs only. 

   Prefixes, infixes and suffixes 

 (b) Conjugation of the weak verb: 
   A selection of most useful verbs: 

1. The forms Pu'al and hof'al. 
2. Changes of consonants in  
 the Hitpa’el: 

3. The Quadriliterals – 

 (in Pi’el Pu’al and Hitpa’el). 

3 Adjectives

 (a)  A selection of most common  
   adjectives, 
   e.g.

   

(b) Elative: positive, comparative 
   and superlative. 

   

4 Adverbs

A selection of most common adverbs 
 according to their syntactical 

Functions, (see below under Syntax).

5 Pronouns

(a) Personal pronouns:

(b) Possessive Pronouns: (See  
   above:declension of nouns) 
   
 (c) Pronominal particle: 
   
 (d) Demonstrative pronouns: 

   
(e) Relative pronouns:
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Up to Grade C Above Grade C 

6 Particles

(a) The article:  (with, nouns 
   and adjectives). 

   

(b) Prepositions: (Passive  
   knowledge of declined  
    prepositions only) 

   

(c) Conjunctions:

   

Active knowledge of declensions 

(d) Interrogatives:

   

Note: Interrogative expressed by intonation 
 should be accepted 

More particles: 
 Prepositions with 
 Interrogatives etc:
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Up to Grade C Above Grade C 

7 Numerals

(a) Cardinal numbers: masculine 
   and feminine. 
   ((1-20;, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 
   100; 1000) 

(b) Ordinal numbers: 1-10 (from 11 
   onward cardinal preceded by 
   the article) 

 (c) Days of the week 

(d) Time

 Composite numbers (21, 37, etc) 

 10,000…, 100,000… 
1,000,000

8 Syntax (Word order) 

(a) Elements of the sentence: 
   Subject, verb, object, adverbs. 
   

   Attributes e.g. 

   

(b) Types of sentences: simple and  
   complex (basic forms only). 

 (c) Word order (basic structures): e.g. 
   1. Subject + verb 

   2. Subject + Predicate 
    

   3. Noun + Adjective  

    
(d) Possession / 

Special Structures: 
1. Usage of the infinitive 
 as unspecified subject 
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3.7 Communication strategies

While recognising that it is helpful to teachers 
and learners to have a defined specification, it is 
accepted that it would be impossible to include in the 
specification all the words and structures which they 
may meet in an examination which uses authentic 
texts. Candidates cannot be expected to have met and 
mastered all the linguistic elements they will meet when 
reading and listening to authentic Modern Hebrew. 

There are many circumstances – listening to a radio 
broadcast or participating in a conversation, for 
instance – where the learner may not have time 
to consult a dictionary or indeed may not have a 
dictionary available. Hence the need to develop 
communication strategies that can be used to 
cope successfully with unknown words. There are 
two main types of strategy: those that relate to 
understanding (reading and listening) and those that 
relate to production (speaking and writing).

These strategies will greatly increase candidates’ 
ability to cope when they meet, or need, language 
which they have not previously met or have forgotten. 
It is not intended that the examination will attempt 
to assess these strategies systematically. The 
examination may, however, include items for listening 
and reading comprehension which contain language 
not included in the defined specification, provided 
that this language is capable of being coped with by 
the use of one of the strategies in the specification.

While the English speaking student of other European 
languages, such as French and German, is familiar with 
many linguistic features and vocabulary which are in 
common with his/her own mother tongue, the learner of 
Modern Hebrew is in a different situation. Being a Semitic 
language, Hebrew has no relation to English or any other 
European language, except for some “international” 
vocabulary and a number of words and phrases which 
belong to the substandard layer of the language.

Therefore, the strategies which the teacher and 
learner of Modern Hebrew should develop may only 
generally be comparable with those used for the 
teaching of European languages. Hence, the teacher 
should always endeavour to devise his/her own 
strategies which should assist the student to acquire 
the necessary skills, in addition to those listed below.

Strategies for Understanding

a Using the visual and verbal context. The skilled 
reader can find many clues about the purpose and 
content of a text from a study of the layout, the title, 
the length, the typeface and any related pictures. 
That is why texts are presented, wherever possible, 
in the examination in their original format. When 
reading and listening, pupils can learn to infer the 
meaning of new words from the verbal context in 
which the new words themselves are set. 

 So, for example, someone who did 
not know the word might be able, after some 
appropriate practice, to deduce from the 
following context that it is some sort of vehicle: 

b Ignoring words which are not needed for a 
successful completion of the task set. Many 
tasks contain words which are not essential for 
an understanding of the main points of the text. 
Furthermore, what is important in the text is often 
presented more than once, in different ways: the 
learner may not understand a point in one form of 
words and understand it fully in another. Learners 
can be trained to read and listen in positive 
ways, seeking out in the text only the information 
they need to answer questions and complete 
communication tasks, and to ignore the rest.

c Making use of audio-visual context. Pictures, 
films, videos, illustrations, sound, mime and 
gestures can all help the learner understand 
content and consequently memorise new words 
and expressions. Teachers should therefore use 
and also encourage the students to use audio-
visual techniques which will improve the learner’s 
understanding. This is a strategy which can help 
learners in the classroom and also bring benefits 
to candidates in terms of improved performance 
in the examination.

d Making use of intonation. Although this 
method can mainly be used in Listening, some 
punctuation marks can be used in a text instead 
of intonation (e.g. question and exclamation 
marks). The teacher should therefore ensure 
that students benefit from these to improve their 
understanding.

e Making use of grammatical and semantic 
markers. When reading and listening, pupils 
can learn to infer the meaning of unknown words 
by deduction from roots they are familiar with. 
The teacher should therefore draw the attention 
of the student to other derivatives of the same 
root which are close to the basic meaning of the 
root and encourage the student to “guess” the 
meaning whenever coping with a new text. For 
example,

 or
 

  Moreover, through proper training the students will 
develop an awareness of grammatical rules and 
forms by memorising prefixes, infixes and suffixes 
or specific formations and patterns which will help 
them understand a verbal utterance or a written 
text, for example:
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The prefix  is usually used as the article “the”;

The prefix 
 
or  is usually used as the conjunction 

“and”;

The prefix 
 
or 

 
is usually used as the 

prepositions “in” or “by”;

The prefix 
 
or 

 
is very often used as the 

preposition “to”;

The prefix  or 
 
is very often used as the 

preposition “from”;

The prefixes 
 
are usually used to indicate the 

future tense;

The prefix  is used to indicate “that”; “which”; 
“who”; “whose” and “whom” in statements in the 
affirmative;

The suffix  usually denotes a feminine form;

The suffix  usually denotes 
the dual except e.g.;

The suffixes  and  usually denote the plurals 
of masculine and feminine nouns and adjectives 
respectively (with some exceptions – see 7.3 
Linguistic Structures – above);

The pronominal suffixes of the verb in the past tense

 

The pronominal suffixes of the noun and 
prepositions

 

Noun patterns which accommodate words 
belonging to certain “semantic fields”.

e.g.

the pattern MIF’AL or MIF’ALAH usually denotes 
a place;

the pattern MAF’EL or MAF’ELAH usually denotes 
a tool;

the pattern PA”AL usually denotes a profession;

the pattern PA”ELET” usually denotes an illness;

the pattern PA’OL accommodates all basic colours;

the verb patterns which are used to denote forms, 
tenses and moods. 

f Making use of social and cultural contexts.
 Learners are normally familiar with many 

concepts about which they hear or read in 
their own mother tongue, and which occur in 
Modern Hebrew too. Those broadly include 
social, economic, legal, political, recreation 
(e.g. sport) terminology and titles, and the like. 
Also, many words and expressions in English 
have found their way into Modern Hebrew slang, 
and should easily be recognised by students 
of Modern Hebrew (e.g. fantasti(c), perfect, bye). 
On the other hand, a learner of  

Cognates: there are very many words which 
have the same form, and essentially the same 
meaning, in Modern Hebrew and in English (e.g. 
anegdota, astronauta, badminton, dieta, defekt, 
genera\) When such words occur in a context 
and the learners can be expected to understand 
them in English, they will be expected also to 
understand them in Modern Hebrew.

 Modern Hebrew has usually a small vocabulary of 
words, terms and concepts which have entered the 
English language from Modern Hebrew (e.g. Shalom, 
Bar-Mitzvah, Mazal Tov). Teachers should therefore 
encourage learners to identify, memorise and actively 
use these words both orally and in writing.

g Using cognates and near-cognates. Teachers 
should, especially in the early stages of study, 
assist the learner by using as many cognate 
and near-cognate words as possible to train the 
student in identifying familiar words in order to 
help him/her understand the context.

For example:

common terminology pronounced exactly as in 
English 

common terminology which is slightly differently 
pronounced

proper names pronounced as in English 

names pronounced in a slightly different way

Strategies For Production

People who communicate effectively in a foreign 
language tend to make good use of systematic 
efficient verbal and non-verbal strategies in order to get 
meaning across in spite of their imperfect command 
of the language. Students who use communication 
strategies which help them successfully to express 
themselves will be given credit.

The writing and speaking tests based on this 
specification will all be capable of totally satisfactory 
completion using only the language which this 
specification indicates as required for productive 
use. However, individual candidates may have failed 
to learn, or have forgotten, language items required 
by some test items, or they may wish to attempt 
to go beyond the demands of the specification in 
completing the task set. In these circumstances, the 
following strategies can prove useful. They fall into 
two main categories: verbal and non-verbal. The 
non-verbal strategies described below are clearly of 
limited value to the candidate in the oral tests of this 
examination. They may, however, prove useful to the 
learner in the classroom.
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Non-Verbal Strategies

a Making use of gesture and mime. Learners 
should be encouraged to use gestures and mime 
to express themselves verbally if they cannot 
remember a word or an expression. These 
strategies can also be used by the teacher in the 
class to help learners memorise a word or an 
expression, since learners will associate the word 
with the gesture. Although this strategy can help 
to maintain communication in the classroom, 
it has obvious limitations in the Speaking Test 
which is recorded on tape and where candidates 
are assessed on the basis of the language they 
produce.

b Expression and intonation, accompanied 
where appropriate with sounds (eg Ah!) which, 
with appropriate intonation, facial expression and 
gestures can convey such attitudes and functions 
as pain, surprise, anger, fear, pleasure and 
admiration.

c Drawing can be an efficient strategy with some 
tasks (especially written) and can convey both 
attitude and information eg J or L or a diagram 
showing how to get from point (eg a station) to 
another (eg a home).

Verbal strategies

d Making use of synonyms or words from 
a cognate “semantic field”. Students 
should be encouraged and trained to use, 
when appropriate, synonyms or a word which 
belongs to a cognate “semantic field”. This 
strategy will enable the learner to make up for 
the forgotten word, and to learn to distinguish 
between meanings and nuances e.g. 

 

e Using a word which refers to a similar 
item to the one the speaker/writer wishes to 
refer to, but for which he has forgotten the 
word. This strategy is not always effective 
and its use would be assessed according to 
its effectiveness in a particular context in the 
examination.

f Request for help can include requests 
for translation e.g.  and 
questions which make no reference to English eg. 

 While these strategies 
are obviously useful in authentic situations, 
they are likely to be less helpful to candidates 
in the examination. However, it is clearly 
preferable to use such requests for help than 
for communication to collapse and their use will 
be assessed according to the context. When 
requests for help with specific problems occur, the 
teacher should maintain the role of a sympathetic 
native speaker and help accordingly.

g Simplification, when a student avoids the use of 
a form of which he is unsure, by using a form which 
he finds simpler. When such simple forms are used 
correctly and appropriately they will be rewarded 
accordingly. Correct and appropriate use of more 
complex forms will also be rewarded. A systematic 
use of simplified forms may reduce error, facilitate 
communication and increase fluency, but if 
overused, this strategy may result in candidates 
failing to demonstrate fully their linguistic capabilities.

h Making use of intonation and punctuation. 
Intonation is used in any conversation to 
demonstrate feelings and attitudes. Hence, 
students should be encouraged to use intonation 
when speaking Modern Hebrew, and punctuation 
(eg. question and exclamation marks) in writing.

 These will of course add the necessary emphasis 
and flavour to the utterance and style. Teachers 
too should make use of these in the classroom eg.

 

i Paraphrase, where the candidate conveys 
words and phrases in acceptable Modern 
Hebrew, instead of words which he has forgotten. 
When used well, this strategy can communicate 
the message effectively to a sympathetic 
native speaker and avoid the breakdown of 
communication. Its use in the examination would 
be assessed according to the effectiveness of the 
strategy in the context of the task.

j Reference to specific features, when the 
candidate uses a phrase or sentence to refer to 
the specific features of an item for which he/she 
has forgotten the correct word eg.

 

 This is a commonly used strategy which can be 
effective in communicative terms. Its use in the 
examination would be assessed according to its 
effectiveness in relation to the task and context.

k Topic avoidance, when the candidate ignores 
or abandons a topic because of inability to deal 
with it. Use of this strategy in the examination 
is likely to lead to loss of marks. Use of it in a 
learning situation will reduce opportunities for 
the development or expansion of the learner’s 
repertoire. It is, therefore, a strategy which should 
be discouraged. Approaches which lay more 
stress on correctness than on communication can 
tend to encourage the use of avoidance strategies.
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3.8 Vocabulary

The minimum core Vocabulary Lists are primarily 
intended as a guide for teachers to assist in the 
planning of schemes of work.

The Listening and Reading assessment tasks aimed 
at all grades will be based on the Vocabulary List 
and the General Vocabulary List in the specification. 
In questions aimed at grades A*/A/B students 
should also expect to encounter in addition 
some unfamiliar vocabulary, and may be tested 
on it, provided that it can be assessed through 
communication strategies.

Vocabulary listed in the Grammar Section can also 
be tested but it is not listed in the minimum core 
Vocabulary Lists. 

Students will be expected to understand words which 
have the same or very similar form in the language 
as in the English, provided that such words have 
essentially the same meaning in both languages. 
Such words are not listed in the minimum core 
Vocabulary Lists.

Students will be expected to be familiar with inflected 
forms of nouns/adjectives where these are not given. 

General Vocabulary

Students will be expected to use and understand the 
general vocabulary listed below. The vocabulary is not 
restricted to specific settings and can occur in any of 
the topic areas listed in the specification.

Languages 
,hkdbt

,hekyht
,hbnrd

,hsbkuv
,hbuuh
ahshh
,hbph
,hbhx

,hsrpx
,hrcg
,hcrg

,hbkup
,hzduyrup

,h,prm
,hxur

Colours
ruja
kujf
ouj

eurh

rupt
 ou,f
suru
oust
kudx
ick 

Weather
uh,x

ohket
ohbbugn ohhnav

re
luaj q lauj

rupf
tupe

oj
jk

,ujk
jre
rut

oad sruh

vbug
dka sruh

chct  
.he 

,jruz anav
,caub jurv

  ;ruj 
chct
rut

ohket
ohbbugn ohhnav

luaj q lauj
oj

oad sruh
dka sruh

kprg
tupe
jre

rhuutv dzn ,hzj,
 rhuutv dzn htb,
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LIFESTYLE 

Health
jhyct tkunn ds 

lkn hzudt ohbds 
xdt icscus 

iuzn q kfut vyths 
zrut iutfs 

,ujt q jt os 
iunht khftv 

kft vgsuv 
crg ,jurt kft xrv q ehzv 

kuvufkt ehkjv 
hkuvufkt raufc vhv 

ozhkuvufkt iuahk lkv 
xbkucnt ,ubbymv 

  vkuj hbt raufc ahdrv 
xbbt cuy ahdrv 

ihrhpxt gr ahdrv 
vpt gr q gurd kdrv  

jhrv hupt 
ohnx jek q ohnxc an,av exrpt 

kg,av gcmt 
,urfn,v vjurt 
,ukng,v reuc ,jurt 
ohhe,v crg ,jurt 

ohbhnyhu ohhruvum ,jurt 
r,hu ,hkufat 
,hz vche q iyc 

gurz yhuuexhc   

,uerh 
(cd 'iyc 'atr)ctf hk ah 

ctf 
htcf 
scf 

rm ahcf 
cuyr ahcf 

rusf 
xuf 
;f 

,hpf 
curf 

,hcurf 
;,f 

kaucn tk 
ck 

ojk 
vhbnjk 
 iunhk 

vsbunhk 
jek 

vpur, jek 
intn
.ntn

kaucn
cyhv kaucn 

ohhbha ,arcn
sutn vvucd ,urhvnvmhc 

vehrz jun vhhmhc q "ihg" vmhc 
v,hcj ehzn ,aeauen vmhc 
vkuj dkzn vae vmhc 
ouj vkjn vfr vmhc 

.nuj jcyn vrhc 
ezj iduyn kahc 

u,rfvk rzj zrcvn ohn q vhh,a hn ohkuj ,hc 
;hyj ohn ,jern ,hc 
ckj ohhkrbn ohn raufc 

iuckj ,urhp .hn hkc 
vkj ohnxk rufn vbbc 

ohnj q oj    tkn vnhab ,uhgc 
hk re q hk oj jukn kmc 

vtnj iukn thrc 
ohmunj jkn ,uthrc 

vxj iuppkn lrc 
kycun q vsucg rxj e,unn rac 

khmj ohe,nn rec rac 
(vrhxc) r,j ifuxn vbhcd 

cuy vsgxn xcd 
vbuy ;hhgn ;ud 

kuphy iag tkn q iag vkgn rzd 
;t ,uphy iagn vshkd 

ohgy rn ogyc vshkd 
ogy ohnxn vkhnd zfrn iurd 
 ach ern ds 

sh vtprhn jukn ds 
yruduh vjan  

ihh vryan 
  anan 
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rypb q ,n lupv vpe druj jt 
kcu,n re ,ujt 
eu,n vre ,druj ,ujt 

ohnxn kndb jre ihhjt 
vkuj vhvb atr ,hbhhjt 

gurd r,uh vhvb kdr ohtrjt
ezb vtpur q tpur ohht 
jb ohhbha tpur lna vn q lk ohtrue lht 

 ju,hb jeur ohjrut ,xbfv q jurht 
r,hu q gbfb vthr rcd q aht 

kpb vchr vaht 
vtrb ehr rusv qrsuvn qhybdkt 
gdrb cgr xrv q ,unhkt 
osrb vnhar inkt 
rtab j,r vbnkt 
kcx oua ot 

rfux inua tnt 
vhrfux ueua ohba //// ,c q ic hbt 
vhrdhx skueua ohabt 
o"ufx ;hza ;t 
ihfx kugha lurt 
vbfx oueha xurt 
ykx oh,urha q vkmv h,urha htsu q juyc 
ox aunha ,hc q oh,urha hnmg iujyhc 

hydpx ina ,hbahhc q iahhc 
iyrx raufv kg rna gmhc 

vhbcdg ia vfc 
kdg ,hguga ic 

vdug ,gpa vnf ,c q ic 
,kudbr, q ;ug v,a isus 'vsus ,cqsus ic 

czg vean q vhh,a ,hbsus q 
vrzg q ,hkuvufkt vhh,a 

hkuvufkt vean 
hkthsht duz ic 

,hkthsht duz ,c 
vbuatr vrzg ,hbhh,a q ihh,a  rgub hbc 

;hhg vbut, kgc 
iahg ohfrs ,but, ,c 

ohcbg  v, vucd 
ehxpv q rmg oueha ,hbfu, ,rcd 

iag vsa ,u, ,ubgzd 
sjp  zup, khd 

,hjp vnst jup, xhd 
,uhryp .g jup, vxhd 

vmhp sr, aurd 
kptkp vpur, hyhprd 
kpkp  (cvz) ds 

 vyxp   sus 
gump Relationships and Choices vsus 

vdug ,xurp q vxurp   k vnus 
hrp ct iufrs 

xphwm tct  
hukm ost ic q ost 

vruv 

hkm cvt 
ihnzv 

tnm rdut 
vbnzv 

surm ruzgk ,cvut q ruzgk cvut 
(,ubgzd)k sg vhv 

,furmh, q vfhrm ohhbzut 
rhfv 

kue ifxn q kknut 
vkvbv 

vxpue hput 
og rs,xv 

vkue veue jrut 
;hsgv 

vche kuekhe jrzt 
vhhkpv 

jne ,ujrzt 
,hb,t vhhkpv 

vpe jt 
,hbgzd vhhkpv 
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dhmv rautn ,hbcmg q hbcmg 
ahsev ,jrtn  q jrtn vcumg q cumg 

ohrjtk chaev rducn ,hbkmg q ikmg 
vadrv ,rducn q rducn ,hbaeg q iaeg 
vjdav ohvsn vrhag q rhag 
vb,av rdvn vahdp 
xrt,v kpaun vp 
ard,v rgufn ypyhp 

 jfuu,v  ohhj ,tkn q ohhj tkn ohbp 
i,j,v  .rn tkn q htknd q rbuhxbp 
sdb,v hbubhc q gmunn khgp 
csb,v lnxn vnhkt ,ukhgp 
crg,v ,bhhbgn q ihhbgn iur,p 
jufhu ,nxrupn q oxrupn ruphm 

 jur cmn rhgm vbez q iez
 vehjmn q ehjmn vrhgm rcj
 vshk ouen ohrjt ka ohfrm  h,ushsh q h,urcj 

iust q rn 
vzhdrn q zhdrn 

vfrsv xrue 
iye  hruv sj

 vkhfan q khfan  ,h,rcj vyhke iuhxhb q vhuuj
 ,nngan q ongan lunb q rme oj q i,uj
 vbvn q gagan tre ,unj q ,b,uj
 vjpan vcure q cure vezj q ezj
 ,uapb ////////,kgc vjpan ohcure luhj
  ,hruv -sj vjpan ,jre ohhj kgc q vhhj
 ohhpean ohhkfkf ohhae ,hc ,hhj
 csb,n  adr vnfj q ofj
 vph  q vtb euur snjb q sunj
 vbntb q intb vzr  vesm ,ubj 

  iujyhc ,rxj qiujyhc rxj
 

,rsvb q rsvb 
skub 

,hbhmr q hbhmr 
vccua q ccua ,hc rxj

 khdr q hknrub vuua kycun q vsucg rxj
 vsnjb q snjb iuhuua vmurj q .urj
 ///n srphb q,uhubnszv iuhuua

,uhurapt ku,j
 eahb ohhbha vbu,j
 hubp  q dhavk i,hb rgha vnh,j
 vjpan hrae e,hb ekj rgha o,j
 sfb k,ku,n rgha i,j
 vsfb vcha rgha ohxurht ,gcy
 rdc,n q rgb ifa ohtuahb ,gcy 

chcj 'vcuy q cuy
 

ckgb q gdpb oa 
vchcj q 

dux q xuphy
 

treb 
vtuab  q huab 

vjpan oa 
hyrp oa vaphy q aphy

 vehab vjna q jna
 ,rautn q rautn ,skuv ouh

 tcx vbna q ina ohxjh
 ,ubkcx opa skh
 t,cx ,cbrt q ipa vskh
 xux vyea q yea vph
 vsucg hufhx ,hbrea q irea vreh q reh
 iufhx vnut, q out, rah
 jkx rut, ,xguf q xguf
 ,hchyrupx q hchyrupx (vshk) lhrt, ckf
 rex hfu, ohcuzg ohckf
 ,ucsb,vc vsucg cau, vkf
 ,uphsg , q eubh, cukf
 (ktrah) asj vkug ,eubh, q eubh, c,f
 hbug ohk,k, ,cu,f
 rug rgub ,gub, xrutn 

ck ,nua,
 

ohhbhg 
hbg 

,uvz ,sug, 
c ;,,av q k or, 
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LEISURE gmcn q ,sjuhn vgmv hubhf 
 yhkev rhafn q hkf 
Free Time and the Media rhtav ,unf 

 vkj,v vxhbf cuvt
 ibuk,v ,hapuj vxhbf inut
 kmb,v ;xf ;xut
 ,ukng,v ,uppf vbput
 kuz xhyrf ohzujt
 ,rnz q rnz htrat xhyrf scht
 yewz ka svut ,uhvk zhkyht
 erz vbputc q h,bput ,uhvk ,ufht
 rcj ihuuk iuhsymht
 vrudj ijk ,nt
 yupyp rsj dbhkrya vrhk ;xt
 ,uasj h,gsk q h,gs hpk (;xfk) ebrt
 vmkuj vjuek q juek vehyk,t
 yrupx ,mkuj vhptn r,t
 obhj q hapuj rjcn ybrybht r,t
 rhzjv q rzj ihzdn tc
 vfhj ohhpdn oh sdc
 hfubhj ,ugb ,udrsn ohsdc
 vutr iukj ,rfun q rfun oauc
 vphkj eur  q pup vehxun vrhjc
 ,hbuubj q hbuubj ,hxke vehxun rjc
 ohsdc ,ubj yrupx iusgun rushc
 ohds ,ubj ;sgun sjhc
 ,uerh ,ubj inuzn vgpuv q gumhc
 uc-kf ,ubj rhjn ,jern ,hc
 knaj hrcsk ,ubj ohguce ohrhjn  rtus sran q rtus-,hc
 vch,f hkfk ,ubj vekjn ebc
 ,hnuen ,ubj ohsdc ,ekjn ynuebc
 ohrpx ,ubj ,hc hkf ,ekjn vhhja ,fhrc
 ohjrp ,ubj cajn vryhd
 ohyhvr ,ubj gcyn xbhwd
 ohyhaf, ,ubj iye ;xf q ,ugcyn ,ubnutk vhrkd
 iurxj vshn ohhcrd
 ,htmj sjuhn 

;js iucaj r,uhn 
dhhs ohrvv kg xuphy xpuy tkhn 

uexhs htbfy lnxhn 
xhf hns vhzhuuky .urhn 

lhrm tuvq//k euez vhv tuv xhby ,kufn 
kg .hknv tuv ijkua xhby rgufn 

 ;xf thmuv ///k shruv '///kt igy vbugv ;ux ,rhfn 
ihnzv ///n shruv '///n igy ohhxbfn 
vbnzv urht q uruh jmbn 
;hkjv tmh vrpxn 

jrev kg vekjv
inz uk vhv

iuhgr uk vhv
yernrphv

lkv
vtbv
vjbv

ohfxv
vnfxv
;hsgv 

,ukck tmh 
khhyk tmh

vthmh
reh
rah

iur,h
scf 

vxhcf 
rusf 

sh rusf 

c ihbugn 
khgn 

oad khgn
,hkgn
ihumn
vnkmn
kcen

,sken 
yrupx zfrn 

onguan 
dhkpv kx rusf ejan 
vexpv ;g rusf lan 
vg,pv kdrusf v,hcv jukan 
vdmv gcuf an,an 
ghmv cfuf (ohcajn) ,bf,n 

   

ohbuhcrd
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vb,n vpm Holidays 
idb rm ,uthmnu ,ushct 

rsvb vmuce odt 
idhb vkce kyrdt 
kvhb gubkue xucuyut 
ajhb yrmbue gubput 
jmhb vpue rut 

ach huehb kche rhgk .ujn q hrpf ruzt 
uk xtnb ohfxv q kche vrujt 

 kuhy q vghxb ohbu,hgk exuhe ht 
ohhkgb vbe ruzht 

tkpb ,uhbe zfrn q iuhbe kdr hfkuvk ruzht 
rtab rme ohkujht 
i,b tre kjht 

rudx vthre ohht 
rsuux vtr ohxurht 

yernrpux uhsr vhycnt 
iufhx hybnur vrucj, hgmnt 

rme ruphx r inuehpt 
rnt q rphx iuhgr ,uhaue gcrt 

ohksbx .r ,hdhdj vjurt 
yk,t q htyrupx vmr ,hexhg vjurt 

epx vnhar iurt 
vhhrpx ,uhbe ,nhar  ,hbbuf q ohrpx iurt 

yrx rhca ,hburt 
vnht yrx jjua vzhrt 
ohkt yrx eua iunrt 

hrybnueus yrx vja kcz q vpat 
 ,ute,prv yrx vhhja rujhtc 

hbuhnhs -hgsn yrx ynja esc 
hybnur yrx ieja kkf lrsc 

ohrhhumn ohyrx (;xf) rya inzc 
rcg "ksurya" juyc 

ohkhdg vjha rushc q hukhc 
vkdg ejha ,hc 

vscug okha vhhrhgv ,hc 
;sug rha ,aurj ,hc 
;yg c,fn q vkhcj jka ,xbf ,hc 

iu,hg yka okugv kfc 
rcfg vkna ihhbc 

ru,c sng upna ebc 
vchbg tba vhhgc 

,uhbe lrg vtba ,h,chcx vhhgc 
vahdp kea eucec 

adp ra hauec 
kthmbyup ,hbfu, ,ukec 

vnwdhp ,kgu, vuumn ,c q rc 
ypyhp ru, kdrc 
vbhp chcj, ,uthrc 

hapuj inz  q htbp ,urj, ohsunm oh,c 
,ukhgp ohab hbu,j, vgcd 

ju,p ohbu,j, dd 
iucaj j,p iuryth, rsd 

gcm eh, vhhkg q kushd 
ejm vbuk, .vhd 

ehwm oukhm q vbun, vbhd 
khkm vfurg, rad 

ohkhkm ruyhke, h,jpan us 
;hgm 

gumgm
 

 uexhs 
vrhs 
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 dd ,rhs vuuj ruhf 
,ks iuzutv ka vcfac ruj rfhf 

,urhfa hns varuj inz vnf kf 
 aeb q eps rzj jeuk inz vnf 

tas hj vxhbf 
ytv ohhj vhhxbf 

ghdv aphj txf 
oukj vyhn huxf vgdv 
iukj rpf ohkf jhsv 

k"vm hkkj rf ehksv 
ekj cuau lukv xhyrf  ihnzv  tuv 

imnj sjt iuuhfk xhyrf kuv 
vbj ohmg ,,hrf ijkuavn ohrcs shruv 

vfubj ,uchck ehzv 
vhfubj rnugc dwk (atrn) ihnzv 

,ubj lkfhk ijkua ihnzv 
iurxj ohngpk vbnzv 

suaj .pj rjutn ;hkjv 
vmj r,h xkfutn ohsdc ;hkjv 

vhhmj  vbhcd hkftn cyhv 
iucaj ,arcn hruyxhv 
cuaj ksdn kuftk uvan ihfv 

,hknaj iuga ksdn vbhsnv ,zrfv 
vbu,j vrhdn lkv 

gcy vhhbj ardn hrjt lkv 
ycac uwy vrusn iuahk lkv 

eubh,c kphy ohkf jhsn lhanv 
vhzhuuky ;sn rhcxv 

iupky ,udrsn ect rhxv 
shhb iupky lhrsn er,xv 

ipky vfrsn rhgv 
,skuv ouh rvn khmv 

iurfhzv ouh hbrsun rv 
,utnmgv ouh iuthzun vtrv 

vtuav ouh ,hbun .rtv rusf ,unnj,v 
ohkaurh ouh lxun ack,v 

ruphf ouh vkhk iusgun rrug,v 
oum ouh rgub iusgun kkp,v 

rmhh ;eun jke,v 
vbhnh n cfrun .jr,v 

.gh iubzn ,ubukhu 
rgh ,cjn sru 

vthmh (vhhba q vbuatr) vekjn ouvhz 
(vynk) srh vsnav ,ubjn rhuut ouvhz 

shrh ixjn ohn ouvhz 
cah jcyn ovhz 
iah zrc hn ,hfufz 
rah gshn rz 

iur,h rvhn erz 
ahcf rzjhn dj 

cujr q ahcf vyhn ddj 
hryx -us ahcf kfhn ,ujhyc ,rudj 

hdhdj 
rsj 

kfut rsj 
vhycnt rsj 
vb,nv rsj 
vxhcf rsj 
vsucg rsj 
vbha rsj 

asj 

  hryx sj ahcf 
rhvn ahcf 

rm ahcf
hatr cujr q hatr ahcf 

.rtv rusf 
,rusf 
vxruf 
vchf 

iuuhf 
 

ypb ,hkfhn 
suehn 

kdurehn 
,hbufn 

tkn 
lkfukn 

rmkn 
jubhe q vburjt vbn 

,hrehg vbn 
vbuatr vbn 
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gubn eks q ypb gubkue 
vrubn ,urb  vbhsnv oue 
sdxn vchcx vnue 

ifuxn ihsx vynk vnue 
vchxn ouh rsx vkgnk vnue 

uue q kukxn vfux vbuatr vnue 
ohhbputk kukxn ,ufux gere ,nue 

vsgxn okux yrmbue 
,hrac vsgxn ,uhbdpux iye 
,hckj vsgxn rshx rhe 

,hbujnm vsgxn ,uyhnv ,t rshx ke 
rhvn iuzn ,sgxn rhx oe 

hnmg ,urha ,sgxn vbye vhbut  q vrhx vsxe 
erxn ohjrut rsj  q iukx vsgxn iure 

,rucgn vpx vae 
vhhmj rcgn ohn yrupx vkrs,e 

crugn kpx vbav atr 
,hkgn vhhrpx gudr 

vpn ,hc rcg uhsr 
,hpn vbhcd ,dug ohyhvr 

ohahcf ,pn acs ,dug agur 
j,pn vkug .jr 
vmn czg ,cfr 

kekuen rzg xrpxet ,cfr 
hubp ouen vrhhg vrhvn ,cfr 
ju,p ouen vmhg ,h,j, ,cfr 
xup, ouen vrhc rhg ohxux kg vchfr 

hnuen vkg ohruznr 
thpen (vkgnk) vkg agr 
rren dd ,hhkg ;hmr 
vtrn ;upm q xung vdhvb iuhar 

 yvurn .g ect cta 
juurn ijkuav ,t lrg ,uguca 
ejrn vag ruca 

,uhbe zfrn vhycnt vag ,ca 
,xprn ashe q aushe vag ect ctua 
;,rn hrucm id q ertp ijkua 

,htan ;hean q k vbup eua 
;,uan ryxup jhya 

vhh,a  q vean ohrup aunha 
rtus ,hc q rtus sran vpat jp rzuj aunha 
ohrhh,k ihghsun sran ,hjp ,urha 

dvb ojp oh,urha 
,dvb  q dvb ehyxkp vbufa 

rsvb jxp vrhfa q rhfa 
rvb r,bxp ,hbufn ,rhfa 
jub ,h,ucr, ,ukhgp vktna 

gxub vgub, eep vfhna 
;ub ruurp iuga 

rhhb iursxn q ruszurp rrugn iuga 
yktuy rhhb jrp yea 

vehb hyrp ehyxkp ,hea 
xbfb ,num vphra 
knb ohhba jmjm ,pxu, 

tmnb hruchm ,pxu, 
vghxb 
okgb 

,jkm ,cau, q cau, 
vrucj, 

 .hmg q jnm ,hruchm vrucj, 
 ,hnuh vfhrm vbj, 
 ohbp ,kce 

vnhse 
xucuyut ,bj, 
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,uaupj, ohsdc ;hkjv ruhf 
iuryth, cyhv rfhf 

vbun, hruyxhv vxhbf 
vgub, kuftk uvan ihfv vhhxbf 
rub, lkv txf 

zd rub, iuahk lkv vyhn huxf 
hknaj rub, ect rhxv rpf 

vfurg, er,xv rf 
acsc jup, rhgv ohngpk 

(ohrhh,k) yhrp, rv ,arcn 
ruyhke, vtrv ksdn 

xhr, ack,v iuga ksdn 
 rrug,v vrhdn 
 jke,v vhhbj ardn 

HOME AND 
ENVIRONMENT

.jr,v 
,ubukhu 

ohkf jhsn 
;sn 

sru ,udrsn 
Home and Local Area dj vfrsn 

odt rsj hbrsun 
kyrdt kfut rsj iuthzun

rut vhycnt rsj lxun
rhgk .ujn q hrpf ruzt vxhcf rsj vkhk iusgun

vrujt vsucg rsj rgub iusgun
ht vbha rsj ;eun

ruzht asj n cfrun
ohkujht vuuj ,cjn

kjht varuj ixjn
ohxurht rzj jcyn
vhycnt hj gshn

iurt ohhj rvhn
 ,hbbuf q ohrpx iurt oukj vyhn

,hburt iukj suehn
iunrt ekj ,hbufn

kkf lrsc ,ubj tkn
juyc iurxj vrubn

rushc q hukhc cuaj sdxn
,hc ,hknaj vchxn

vhhrhgv ,hc vbu,j erxn
,aurj ,hc gcy vhhmj rcgn

ihhbc eubh,c kphy ,hkgn
ebc vhzhuuky vpn

vuumn ,c q rc iupky ,hpn
ohsunm oh,c shhb iupky ohahcf ,pn

vgcd ipky j,pn
dd ,skuv ouh ju,p ouen

rsd vbhnh thpen
.vhd rgh rren
vbhd vthmh vtrn
rad (vynk) srh  yvurn

h,jpan us shrh juurn
uexhs cah ,uhbe zfrn
vrhs iah ,xprn

dd ,rhs rah ;,rn
,ks iur,h ;,uan

,urhfa hns cujr q ahcf rtus ,hc q rtus sran
 aeb q eps hatr cujr q hatr ahcf ohrhh,k ihghsun sran

tas .rtv rusf rsvb
ohkf jhsv ,rusf rvb

ehksv 
kuv 

vxruf 
vchf 

jub 
;ub

ijkuavn ohrcs shruv iuuhf 
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yktuy rhhb .jr kfhn 
xbfb ,h,j, ,cfr ypb ,hkfhn 
knb ohxux kg vchfr lkfukn 

tmnb ect cta ifuxn 
ihsx ect ctua ohhbputk kukxn 

ouh rsx ijkua cmn 
okux eua rhhb 
rshx jhya vehb 

,uyhnv ,t rshx oh,urha okgb 
rhx vbufa vchcx 

ohjrut rsj q iukx vktna vpat jp 
vpx vfhna ,hjp 

ohn yrupx iuga ojp 
kpx rrugn iuga ehyxkp 

vhhrpx yea ,hnuh vfhrm 
,hc rcg ,cau, q cau, agur 

rzg xucuyut ,bj, agr 
vrhhg iuryth, aunha 

vrhc rhg vbun, rzuj aunha 
vkg rub, ehyxkp ,hea 

(vkgnk) vkg kdurehn  q rub, vphra 
dd ,hhkg zd rub, vrucj, 

.g hknaj rub, ,hruchm vrucj, 
ijkuav ,t lrg vfurg, juf ,bj, 

vag vhhag, vgub, 
vhycnt vag h,hhag,  

hrucm id q ertp ruyhke, WORK AND EDUCATION
;hean q k vbup xhr, 

ryxup  School/College and Future 
r,bxp Environment Plans

,h,ucr, ,ukhgp kdr hfkuvk ruzht xucuyut 
ruurp ohht okut 

iursxn q ruszurp vzhrt ,ubnut 
jrp kcz  q vpat vyhxrchbut 

hyrp okugv kfc ohhbput 
ohhba jmjm vhhgc scht 

hruchm ,h,chcx vhhgc rnt 
,jkm eucec ,hkdbt 

.hmg q jnm hauec ruxt 
ohbp ,kce ,ukec xbfhvk rapt 

vnhse kdrc vhdukuhc  
gubkue ,uthrc hsuxh rpx ,hc 

vnue vhhkg q kushd crugn rpx ,hc 
vynk vnue kg  idv hyrp rpx ,hc 

vkgnk vnue ehzv iufh, rpx ,hc 
vbuatr vnue khmv ihhbc 

gere ,nue .rtv rusf ,unnj,v vhhgc 
yrmbue ouvhz or kuec 

iye rhuut ouvhz kdrc 
rhe ohn ouvhz vhprduthd 
ke ovhz rhd 
oe ,hfufz rnd 

vae erz vndus 
vkrs,e iuzutv ka vcfac ruj rchs 

gudr imnj ,s 
uhsr rmhh ihntv 

ohyhvr ohmg ,,hrf jhycv 
 lkfhk ihcv 
 r,h xkfutn vfrsv 
 zrc hn ,utruv 
 rzjhn ///n gpauv 
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vpkjv vehyn,n vput 

lkv ehmn q kkg,n ,ujt q jt 
lhanv jfub hrapt 
rhcxv .ujb kuc 

vhruyxv ,ubhjck adhb vrcj q rjxn ,hc 
kf,xv rhhb kgc 
vexpv jfb (vsucgk) vhhbp q vaec 
ghrpv rsgb og raec 
chaev ,uar hkc rpxv ,hcn rsgb vhhukd 

kg ghpav rdx vdts 
khj,v ohhufhx hburyekt rtus 

,h,rcj hybt ,udvb,v crhx ruus 
,uemv q ,ukkg,v yrupx  vhhbp q vaec ahdv 
,hkukn ,ukkg,v kxpx vgsuv 
,hzhp ,ukkg,v rpx yhkjv 

,urpx vrafv hbpud lubhj q ,ukng,v
kdrx rcxv kfut rsj

,hc hruga ihfv q vaug jhuurv ohrun rsj
yg lubhj q vkfav ohejan rsj

iurphg ,up,,av ohduj
,utbu,hg ,ucvk,v apuj

sung ,ujn,v kkf q euj
vbg htsuu kg rzj

chkgv q //c gdp vkhcj taub q ruchj
vehxhp vsucgk rcj hcuhj

vhhnhbp ohypan q euj lubhj
,uh,ubnut ,uhukhgp lhrm q chhj caj

yrupx ,uhukhgp ,khhj q khhj ohhguca ohkuhy
 ,uh,ucr, ,uhukhgp hbuubj vhnhf

yrp jcy v,hf
j,p ipky vkfkf

iuhm vrzjc rae,v q ipky ,hc ,kfkf
lhrm rauh c,f

icrue rnuf juk
hgumen vfrsv xrue xbf hburyekt juk

 gr iuhm q cuy iuhm kche vfrc xhyrf .jk 
ke ,ugsun juk snhk 

ispe ,uhrjt ,,k snk 
vthre c,fc ijcn asue hsunk 

vae ercn vbhjc  q ijcn 
kta ohsn yrupx ardn 

vkta lhrsn  vshjt ,auck,qohsn 
   (rpx ,hc)   ejha 

rugha 
xsbvn 
vgsun 

 
gsn 

,hc hrugha ifun 
cajnv ,rzgc ohrugha k ifun vrun 

jfa ,ubjc rfun r,un 
hkhka lxun ,rcjn 
ahka sngun 

ohsunhkc vexpv ,ba vrhfzn ejn 
,urz ,upa ,uryn iucajn 

yea htbufn vkhn 
rtu, c,fn iukhn 

vtmu, rmkn ,kvbn q kvbn 
yrupx ,urj, ,hrmkn ,uga ,frgn 
yuekh q eh, ,kvbn q kvbn tmn 

vshnk, q shnk,  j,bn vkven 
 ohjub vchah ,unuen

gumen 
ypan 

shep, 
vcua, 

 
Current and Future Jobs  

vpygn 
ihhbgn 
ehxgn 

   

vehxun

vhnhf 
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;en 
gumen 
vmrn 

,rufan 
,rnan 
ongan 
sran 

vtkn vran 
indru,n 

,htan dvb 
vhvb 
vxhb 

vsucg iuhxb 
vsueb 

,rpux q rpux 
ybsuyx 

,hybsuyx 
,hrpx q rpx 
ohbupky rpx 

scg 
vsucg 

,hbnz vsucg 
,hcvn vsucg 
vguce vsucg 

ihs lrug 
,htbu,hg q htbu,hg 

exg 
,hc reg 

,hc ,reg 
sh,g 

 

,aurj ,hc kgup 
,nuxrhp 

shep 
xep 

rhhm 
,rhhm 
;rhm 

huyb ue 
h,j, ue 
vrhhre 

cr 
  hrbhryuu tpur 

jeur 
v,hca 
ryua 
ieja 

,hbeja 
rp,av q rpha 

jka 
;y ,rhna 

,hpyrna q ;yrna 
vsucg ,uga 

,uahnd vsucg ,uga 
,hbndru, q indru, 

rtus ,ch, 
ohtb, 
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4.1 Aims and learning outcomes

GCSE specifications in Modern Hebrew should 
encourage learners to derive enjoyment and benefit 
from language learning, and be inspired, moved 
and changed by following a broad, coherent, 
satisfying and worthwhile course of study. Learners 
should recognise that their linguistic knowledge, 
understanding and skills help them to take their 
place in a multilingual global society and also provide 
them with a suitable basis for further study and 
practical use of Modern Hebrew. GCSE specifications 
in Modern Hebrew should prepare learners to 
make informed decisions about further learning 
opportunities and career choices.

GCSE courses based on this specification should 
encourage candidates to: 

•	 develop understanding of Modern Hebrew in 
a variety of contexts

•	 develop knowledge of Modern Hebrew and 
language learning skills

•	 develop the ability to communicate effectively in 
Modern Hebrew

•	 develop awareness and understanding of 
countries and communities where Modern 
Hebrew is spoken.

4.2 Assessment Objectives (AOs)

The assessment units will assess the following 
assessment objectives in the context of the content 
and skills set out in Section 3 (Subject Content).

AO1 Understand spoken language 

AO2 Communicate in speech

AO3 Understand written language

AO4 Communicate in writing

4 Scheme of Assessment

Quality of Written Communication (QWC)

In this specification quality of written communication 
in English will not be assessed. 

Weighting of Assessment Objectives for GCSE Short Course 

The table below shows the approximate weighting of each of the Assessment Objectives in the GCSE Short 
Course units.

Assessment Objectives
Unit Weightings (%)

Overall Weighting 
of AOs (%)

Unit 1 or 2 Unit 3 or 4

AO1 or AO3 50 50

AO2 or AO4 50 50

Overall Weighting of Units (%) 50 50 100
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4

Weighting of Assessment Objectives for GCSE Full Course

The table below shows the approximate weighting of each of the Assessment Objectives in the GCSE Course units.

Assessment Objectives
Unit Weightings (%)

Overall Weighting 
of AOs (%)

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

AO1 25 25

AO2 25 25

AO3 25 25

AO4 25 25

Overall Weighting of Units (%) 25 25 25 25 100

4.3 National criteria

This specification complies with the following.

•	 The Subject Criteria for Modern Hebrew including 
the rules for Controlled Assessment

•	 Code of Practice
•	 The GCSE Qualification Criteria

•	 The Arrangements for the Statutory Regulation 
of External Qualifications in England, Wales and 
Northern Ireland: Common Criteria

•	 The requirements for qualifications to provide 
access to Levels 1 and 2 of the National 
Qualification Framework.

4.4 Prior learning 

There are no prior learning requirements.

However, any requirements set for entry to a course 
following this specification are at the discretion 
of centres.

4.5 Access to assessment: diversity and inclusion

GCSEs often require assessment of a broader range 
of competences. This is because they are general 
qualifications and, as such, prepare candidates for a 
wide range of occupations and higher level courses.

The revised GCSE qualification and subject criteria 
were reviewed to identify whether any of the 
competences required by the subject presented a 
potential barrier to any candidates regardless of their 
ethnic origin, religion, gender, age, disability or sexual 
orientation. If this was the case, the situation was 

reviewed again to ensure such competences were 
included only where essential to the subject. The 
findings of this process were discussed with groups 
who represented the interests of a diverse range of 
candidates.

Reasonable adjustments are made for disabled 
candidates in order to enable them to access the 
assessments. For this reason, very few candidates 
will have a complete barrier to any part of the 
assessment. Further details are given in Section 5.4.
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5 Administration

5.1 Availability of assessment units and certification

Examinations and certification for this specification are available as follows:

Availability of Units Availability of Certification

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
Short 

Course
Full Course

January 2010

June 2010

January 2011

June 2011 onwards ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

5.2 Entries

Please refer to the current version of Entry 
Procedures and Codes for up to date entry 
procedures. You should use the following entry codes 
for the units and for certification.

Unit 1 – 46751
Unit 2 – 46752
Unit 3 – 46753
Unit 4 – 46754

GCSE Short Course: spoken language  
certification – 4676
GCSE Short Course: written language  
certification – 4677
GCSE certification – 4678

5.3 Private candidates

This specification is available to private candidates. 
Private candidates should write to AQA for a copy of 
Supplementary Guidance for Private Candidates.

QCA's 40% terminal rule means that 40% of the 
assessment must be taken in the examination series 
in which the qualification is awarded. This rule is not 
dependent on the size of the qualification. Therefore, 
all GCSE candidates, whether taking short course, 
single and double awards, must have 40% of their 
assessment taken at the end.
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5.5 Language of examinations

We will provide units for this specification  
in English only.

5.6 Qualification titles

Qualifications based on this specification are:
•	 AQA GCSE Short Course in Modern Hebrew: spoken language
•	 AQA GCSE Short Course in Modern Hebrew: written language
•	 AQA GCSE in Modern Hebrew

5.7 Awarding grades and reporting results

The GCSE and GCSE short course qualifications 
will be graded on an eight-grade scale: A*, A, B, 
C, D, E, F and G. Candidates who fail to reach the 
minimum standard for grade G will be recorded as 
U (unclassified) and will not receive a qualification 
certificate.

5.4 Access arrangements and special consideration

We have taken note of equality and discrimination 
legislation and the interests of minority groups in 
developing and administering this specification.

We follow the guidelines in the Joint Council 
for Qualifications (JCQ) document: Access 
Arrangements, Reasonable Adjustments and Special 
Consideration: General and Vocational Qualifications. 
This is published on the JCQ website  
(http://www.jcq.org.uk) or you can follow the link 
from our website (http://www.aqa.org.uk).

Access arrangements

We can make arrangements so that candidates 
with special needs can access the assessment. 
These arrangements must be made before the 
examination. For example, we can produce a Braille 
paper for a candidate with a visual impairment. 

Special consideration

We can give special consideration to candidates who 
have had a temporary illness, injury or indisposition 
at the time of the examination. Where we do this, it is 
given after the examination.

Applications for access arrangements and special 
consideration should be submitted to AQA by the 
Examinations Officer at the centre.

We will publish the minimum raw mark for each 
grade, for each unit, when we issue candidates’ 
results. We will report a candidate’s unit results to 
centres in terms of uniform marks and qualification 
results in terms of uniform marks and grades.

GCSE Modern Hebrew for teaching from September 2009 onwards (version 1.4)
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For each unit, the uniform mark corresponds to a grade as follows.

Each unit (maximum uniform mark = 100)

Grade
Uniform Mark 

Range

A* 90–100

A 80–89

B 70–79

C 60–69

D 50–59

E 40–49

F 30–39

G 20–29

U 0–19

We calculate a candidate’s total uniform mark by adding together the uniform marks for the units. We convert 
this total uniform mark to a grade as follows.

Short Course (maximum uniform mark = 200)

Grade
Uniform Mark 

Range

A* 180–200

A 160–179

B 140–159

C 120–139

D 100–119

E 80–99

F 60–79

G 40–59

U 0–39

Full Course (maximum uniform mark = 400)

Grade
Uniform Mark 

Range

A* 360–400

A 320–359

B 280–319

C 240–279

D 200–239

E 160–199

F 120–159

G 80–119

U 0–79
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5.8 Re-sits and shelf-life of unit results

Unit results remain available to count towards 
certification within the shelf life of the specification 
whether or not they have already been used.

Candidates may re-sit a unit once only. The better 
result for each unit will count towards the final 
qualification provided that the 40% rule is satisfied. 
Candidates may re-sit the qualification an unlimited 
number of times. 

Candidates will be graded on the basis of the work 
submitted for assessment.

Candidates must take units comprising at least 40% 
of the total assessment in the series in which they 
enter for certification.

GCSE Modern Hebrew for teaching from September 2009 onwards (version 1.4)
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Appendices

A Grade Descriptions

Grade descriptions are provided to give a general indication of the standards of achievement likely to have 
been shown by candidates awarded particular grades. The descriptions should be interpreted in relation to the 
content outlined in the specification; they are not designed to define that content.

The grade awarded will depend in practice upon the extent to which the candidate has met the assessment 
objectives (see Section 4) overall. Shortcomings in some aspects of the candidates’ performance may be 
balanced by better performances in others.

Grade Description

A

Candidates show understanding of a variety of spoken language that contains some complex 
language and relates to a range of contexts. They can identify main points, details and points 
of view and draw simple conclusions. 

They initiate and develop conversations and discussions, present information and narrate 
events. They express and explain ideas and points of view, and produce extended sequences 
of speech using a variety of vocabulary, structures and verb tenses. They speak confidently, 
with reasonably accurate pronunciation and intonation. The message is clear but there may be 
some errors, especially when they use more complex structures.

They show understanding of a variety of written texts relating to a range of contexts. They 
understand some unfamiliar language and extract meaning from more complex language 
and extended texts. They can identify main points, extract details, recognise points of view, 
attitudes and emotions and draw simple conclusions.

They write for different purposes and contexts about real or imaginary subjects. They express 
and explain ideas and points of view. They use a variety of vocabulary, structures and verb 
tenses. Their spelling and grammar are generally accurate. The message is clear but there 
may be some errors, especially when they write more complex sentences.

C

Candidates show understanding of different types of spoken language that contain a variety of 
structures. The spoken material relates to a range of contexts, including some that may be unfamiliar, 
and may relate to past and future events. They can identify main points, details and opinions.

They take part in conversations and simple discussions and present information. They express 
points of view and show an ability to deal with some unpredictable elements. Their spoken 
language contains a variety of structures and may relate to past and future events. Their 
pronunciation and intonation are more accurate than inaccurate. They convey a clear message 
but there may be some errors.

They show understanding of different types of written texts that contain a variety of structures. The 
written material relates to a range of contexts, including some that may be unfamiliar and may relate 
to past and future events. They can identify main points, extract details and recognise opinions. 

They write for different contexts that may be real or imaginary. They communicate information 
and express points of view. They use a variety of structures and may include different tenses or 
time frames. The style is basic. They convey a clear message but there may be some errors.

F

Candidates show some understanding of simple language spoken clearly that relates to 
familiar contexts. They can identify main points and extract some details. 

They take part in simple conversations, present simple information and can express their 
opinion. They use a limited range of language. Their pronunciation is understandable. There 
are grammatical inaccuracies but the main points are usually conveyed.

They show some understanding of short, simple written texts that relate to familiar contexts. They 
show limited understanding of unfamiliar language. They can identify main points and some details.

They write short texts that relate to familiar contexts. They can express simple opinions. They 
use simple sentences. The main points are usually conveyed but there are mistakes in spelling 
and grammar.
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B  Spiritual, Moral, Ethical, Social, Legislative, Sustainable  
Development, Economic and Cultural Issues, and  
Health and Safety Considerations

AQA has taken great care to ensure that any wider 
issues, including those particularly relevant to the 
education of students at Key Stage 4, have been 
identified and taken into account of in the preparation 
of this specification.  They will only form part of the 
assessment requirements where they relate directly 
to the specific content of the specification and have 
been identified in Section 3: Content.

Understanding of spiritual, moral, ethical and social 
issues can be developed through the following 
contexts and topics: Lifestyle; Health; Relationships 
and Choices. It will not, however, be assessed.

Understanding of economic issues can be developed 
through the following contexts and topics: Leisure: 
Free Time and the Media. It will not, however, be 
assessed.

Understanding of cultural issues can be developed 
through the study of all contexts and topics. It will 
not, however, be assessed.

European Dimension

AQA has taken account of the 1988 Resolution of the 
Council of the European Community in preparing this 
specification and associated specimen units.

Environmental Education

AQA has taken account of the 1988 Resolution of 
the Council of the European Community and the 
Report “Environmental Responsibility:  An Agenda for 
Further and Higher Education” 1993 in preparing this 
specification and associated specimen units.

Understanding of environmental issues can be 
developed through the following contexts and topics: 
Home and Environment: Environment. It will not, 
however, be assessed.

Avoidance of Bias

AQA has taken great care in the preparation of 
this specification and specimen units to avoid bias 
of any kind.

B
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C

C Overlaps with other Qualifications

There are no overlaps with other qualifications at 
Levels 1 and 2 of the qualifications framework.

GCSE Modern Hebrew for teaching from September 2009 onwards (version 1.4)
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D

D  Key Skills – Teaching, Developing and Providing Opportunities 
for Generating Evidence

Introduction

The Key Skills Qualification requires candidates to 
demonstrate levels of achievement in the Key Skills 
of Communication, Application of Number and 
Information and Communication Technology.

The Wider Key Skills of Improving own Learning and 
Performance, Working with Others and Problem 
Solving are also available. The acquisition and 
demonstration of ability in these ‘wider’ Key Skills is 
deemed highly desirable for all candidates.

The units for each Key Skill comprise three sections:

•	 What you need to know
•	 What you must do
•	 Guidance.

Candidates following a course of study based on 
this specification for Modern Hebrew can be offered 
opportunities to develop and generate evidence of 
attainment in aspects of the Key Skills of:

•	 Communication
•	 Application of Number
•	 Information and Communication Technology
•	 Working with Others
•	 Improving own Learning and Performance
•	 Problem Solving.

Areas of study and learning that can be used to 
encourage the acquisition and use of Key Skills, and 
to provide opportunities to generate evidence for Part 
B of units, are provided in the Teachers’ Resource 
Bank for this specification.

The above information is given in the context of the 
knowledge that Key Skills at levels 1 and 2 will be 
available until 2010 with last certification in 2012.

Key Skills Qualifications of Communication, 
Application of Number and Information and 
Communication Technology will be phased out 
and replaced by Functional Skills qualifications in 
English, Mathematics and ICT from September 
2010 onwards.  For further information see the AQA 
website: http://web.aqa.org.uk/qual/keyskills/
com04.php
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